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Photodissociation of hydrogen iodide in the A-band region 273–288 nm
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The photodissociation of hydrogen iodide in the A-band region was investigated between 273 and
288 nm using the photofragment imaging technique. At 17 wavelengths theI * (2P1/2)/I(

2P3/2)
branching ratio was measured by recording the corresponding hydrogen atomic fragment using
multiphoton ionization at 243 nm. The branching ratios are in good agreement with previous
measurements and confirm that four~final! states3P(01), 3P(1), 3S(1), and1P(1) are involved
in the A-band absorption of HI and that those states dissociate adiabatically to form H1I* and H1I
following parallel and perpendicular transitions, respectively. The deficiency of the model of three
unbound states and that of thed-approximation is substantiated. ©2002 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1513250#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Three to four electronic states of hydrogen iodide
responsible for the continuous absorption spectrum in
A-band between 180 and 280 nm. The band was first
scribed by Mulliken,1 who assigned the absorption to cont
butions of only one parallel3P(01)←X 1S(01) transition
and two perpendicular transitions, i.e.,3P(1)←X 1S(01)
and 1P(1)←X 1S(01). Mulliken also predicted that disso
ciation via the3P(01) state would yield spin–orbit excite
iodine atoms H(2S)1I* (2P1/2), whereas the dissociation o
the 1P(1) and3P(1) states would result in the formation o
ground state iodine atoms H(2S1I( 2P3/2). In the following,
the common notation for the iodine spin–orbit stat
I~2P3/2!5I and I~2P1/2!5I* , will be adopted.

A lack of nonadiabatic interaction between these sta
was demonstrated in more recent studies2,3 and allows for
direct reconstruction of the partial absorption cross secti
from the I* /I branching ratios. This analysis is aided by t
distinct signature of the I* and I channels as expressed by t
different spatial anisotropy of the photofragments. The t
perpendicular H1I channels yield a spatial anisotropy p
rameter near its limiting value ofb521; similarly the par-
allel transitions leading to H1I* yield b512.2,3

In this report we will argue that the contributions of
fourth state to the total absorption cross section canno
neglected. The repulsivet 3S(1) state is accessed in a pe
pendicular transition leading to the photofragments’ spa
anisotropy parameter near its limiting value ofb521 and
produces spin–orbit excited iodine atoms, i.e., H1I* . In the
past years two research groups have conducted one-ph
dissociation experiments of HI via the A-band. A study
Gendron and Hepburn~GH!3 provided improved partial ab

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Telephone~613!
533-2621, Fax: ~613! 533-6669, Electronic mail: hploock@chem
queensu.ca
9340021-9606/2002/117(20)/9347/6/$19.00
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sorption cross sections for the three most prominent state
the A-band, the3P(1), 3P(01), and3P(1) states. Absorp-
tion of the t 3S(1) state was assumed to be negligible. E
lier, branching ratios were published by Langfordet al.
~thereafter abbreviated to LROA!.4 Both groups measured
the branching ratios over the whole width of the absorpt
spectrum but obtained different values. The I* /I data ob-
tained by LROA using the hydrogen atom Rydberg tagg
method were about 50% higher than the I* /I ratios obtained
by GH using Doppler LIF spectroscopy at the Lyman-a tran-
sition of the H-atomic fragments. This controversy was mo
recently resolved by Reganet al. ~RACAO!,5 who reexam-
ined the branching ratios at five photolysis wavelengths
ing REMPI line intensities of the I and I* photofragment and
found good agreement with GH. They also explained
deviation of the data by LROA as arising from an artifact
their analysis procedure due to a too-narrow bandwidth
the Lyman-a excitation laser. After a systematic correction
the data by LROA there now exists agreement betw
LROA and GH to within 20%, i.e., the experimental error
the measurements.

In this study, the long wavelength tail of the absorpti
spectrum, which was largely omitted from Gendron a
Hepburn’s study, was studied using yet another method. P
tofragment imaging by the velocity map imaging techniqu6

of the hydrogen atoms very reliably produces iodine bran
ing ratios since the ratio between the H1I channel and H1I*
channel is derived solely from the difference in the intens
of the corresponding hydrogen-fragment signal. Veloc
mapping has the same potential pitfalls as the abovem
tioned Rydberg tagging studies of H atoms with respect to
sensitivity to the probe laser bandwidth. By using REM
detection at 243 nm, however, the laser wavelength is m
easily scanned across the transition profile, and any m
match of the laser bandwidth and the Doppler width of the
atom transition is immediately obvious in the acquired i
7 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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9348 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 117, No. 20, 22 November 2002 Manzhos et al.
age. With this work we intend to provide additional data f
the A-band branching ratios. In contrast to most earlier st
ies we focus on the long wavelength region of the A-ba
absorption spectrum. The data will be instrumental in
calculation of improved partial absorption cross sectio
~PACS! for the four states contributing to the A-band abso
tion. While we will use the additional data to demonstra
that four, and not three, states contribute to the A-band
sorption, a detailed analysis is left to a parallel paper
Le Roy and co-workers.7 In that paper it will then be shown
that these PACS can be best fitted using three expone
functions and one Morse potential as potential energy cu
for the states.

EXPERIMENTAL AND RESULTS

In our experiments hydrogen iodide~5% in 760 Torr
Helium! is cooled in a supersonic expansion and excited
the frequency doubled output of a dye laser~Fig. 1!. This
photolysis laser is linearly polarized with both the directi
of propagation and the electric field component perpend
lar to the molecular beam. The hydrogen atomic fragmen
detected via its REMPI line at 243.17 nm using the outpu
a second, similar laser system and a position sensitive
detector. Since the Doppler width of the H-atom is wid
than the probe laser linewidth, the laser had to be scan
over the absorption line while acquiring the image. The p
tofragment spectrometer in Nijmegen and the analysis te
nique are described in more detail elsewhere.8 A typical im-
age taken at an excitation wavelength of 277 nm is show
Fig. 2. Between 1 and 4 measurements were taken at ea
the 17 wavelengths between 273 and 288 nm and the bra
ing ratio was derived from a Gaussian fit to the veloc
distribution of the hydrogen atoms. This velocity distributio
was obtained by integrating radially the pixels of the inve
Abel-transform of the ion image~Fig. 2!. Since the probe
laser at 243.17 nm is also able to dissociate the HI molec
a second set of I and I* signals with higher kinetic energ
release is always observed together with the pump and p

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the photofragment imaging apparatu
Nijmegen. Shown are the pulsed molecular beam valve ‘‘A,’’ the three e
trode assembly ‘‘B,’’ the photolysis and ionization laser pulses ‘‘C,’’ t
position sensitive detector ‘‘D,’’ and the camera with which the photofra
ment image is recorded ‘‘E.’’
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signal. It was possible to somewhat suppress the contribu
of this signal by increasing the intensity and beam waist
the pump laser and thereby bleaching the molecular be
sample. Yet, the contribution of 243.17 nm dissociation h
to be accounted for in the fit to the velocity distribution b
introducing six more parameters~height, width, and position
of two Gaussian functions!. The contribution of the CCD
background signal to the velocity profiles was nonlinear a
could be fitted well with a fifth Gaussian function. The r
sulting I/~I*1I! branching ratios are listed in Table I and a
displayed together with previously obtained data in Fig.

TABLE I. Experimental I* /~I*1I! branching ratios. The error in all mea
surements is below 0.05.

l~nm! I* /~I*1I! branching ratios

288 0.122, 0.098
287 0.127, 0.157, 0.155, 0.121
286 0.160
285 0.173, 0.123, 0.136, 0.153
284 0.184, 0.192
283 0.197, 0.192
282 0.257, 0.203, 0.198, 0.240
281 0.219, 0.245
280.2 0.230
280 0.229, 0.231
279 0.277, 0.273
278 0.284
277.92 0.262, 0.265
277 0.301, 0.282
275 0.313, 0.323
274 0.307, 0.310
273 0.321, 0.361, 0.366, 0.330

in
-

-

FIG. 2. H-atom photofragment image following excitation at 277 nm a
ionization at 243.17 nm at vertical~A,C! and horizontal~B,D! polarization
of the probe laser. The lower panels~C and D! show the inverse Abel
transform of the raw image shown above. The splitting of the H-atom sig
from the parallel H1I* channel only appears when the polarization of t
probe laser is perpendicular to the TOF axis~see insets!.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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Clearly our data do support previous measurements of
branching ratio and agrees well with both the revised val
of RACAO and GH. Our branching ratios have an absol
error of less than 0.05. These errors mainly originate fr
the fitting of the velocity profiles.

Note that there is a splitting of the contribution from th
parallel dissociation channels~the ‘‘polar’’ rings! for both the
243 and 277 nm signals. The splitting is equal for bo
channels—roughly 3 pixels on the CCD image. For the 2
nm channel the splitting corresponds to about 800 m/s
H-atom velocity, i.e., an;800 cm21 shift in HI ground state
energy. As will be shown below, this effect is due to t
recoil of protons from the departing electrons. The splitti
is too small to be a contribution of vibrationally excited H
parent molecules. Contribution of HI dimers in their lowe
vibrational state is plausible, but unlikely since the expans
conditions are such that the formation of dimers and hig
clusters is strongly suppressed. Even when the formatio
dimers was optimized by Wittig and co-workers9 or by
Young,10,11 the contribution of HI-dimers to the dissociatio
signal was well below 10% and nowhere near the;50%
apparent in our ion signal. Also, the ratio of the intensities
these two rings stays roughly the same upon change of
HI concentration in Helium carrier gas from 5% to less th
0.5% and upon change of the stagnation pressure in the
lecular beam valve between 2 bar and 0.5 bar. Importan
the fact that the splitting is observed only in the pictur
obtained usingprobe laser radiation with its polarization
aligned perpendicular to the TOF-axis. For example, in F
2 B/D the photofragment image is obtained using para
polarization of the probe laser, and no splitting is observ

This effect is caused in the ionization process by
recoil of the protons from the electrons. The 243.17
REMPI process of hydrogen atoms results in the releas
about 13 700 cm21 of kinetic energy—most of which is car
ried away by the electron. The proton carries away 1/1824
the energy, i.e., about 7.5 cm21. The added velocity for all H
atoms is therefore 423 m/s. This velocity corresponds ind

FIG. 3. Experimental and calculated branching ratios. The symbols
open triangles: BRs from this work; filled triangles: Gendron-Hepburn~Ref.
3!; open circles: Langfordet al. ~Ref. 4!; and filled squares: Reganet al.
~Ref. 5!. The BR derived from the three potential fit ind-approximation
~long-dashed line!, using Eq.~3! ~short-dashed line!, and the four potential
fit with constantMu(r ) from Ref. 7~solid line! are also shown.
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to the observed;3 pixel splitting of each polar ring. Hydro
gen atom recoil in the REMPI detection process is obse
able in our experiment due to the high resolution of the
locity map imaging setup and has been described in m
detail before.12

The spatial anisotropy of the photoelectrons and prot
is described by a cos2 u distribution, because in the fina
ionization step a 2s electron is ejected into thep continuum.
The spatial distribution of the recoiling protons will therefo
be aligned parallel to the polarization of the probe las
which was for all experiments parallel to the polarization
the photolysis laser and therefore perpendicular to the T
axis. When the 243 nm laser polarization is aligned para
to the TOF axis, this recoil pattern disappears in the
image, as can be seen in Figs. 2~B! and 2~D!. This effect is
present in any experiment using~211! REMPI for H atom
detection. In the present experiment the signal channels
well separated and the angular distribution can be recove
by integrating over the full, split ring. This is confirmed b
the fact that the same anisotropy parameters were found
the well-separated 277 nm ring when the probe laser po
ization is parallel to the TOF axis.

ANALYSIS AND FIT TO POTENTIAL ENERGY
CURVES

Using the d-approximation and three exponential
potentials

The experimental data can be used for the reconstruc
of potential energy curves of the molecule. In early wor
three3 or four2 repulsive states were used to fit the A-ba
absorption spectrum, with the potential represented
simple exponentials of the form

V~R!5Ae2b~r 2r e!1C, ~1!

wherer e is the equilibrium distance of the ground state p
tential, andC is the appropriate~known! dissociation limit.
The commonly used approximations made therein inclu
the so-called d-approximation, Q-branch and single-J
approximations.13 Also it has been assumed that the tran
tion dipole functions can be treated as constants with res
to the internuclear distance. To estimate the impact of
new BR data presented here on the potential parame
and transition intensities, we used these four assumpt
to perform least-squares fitting to the HI total absorpti
cross section~TACS! by Ogilvie14 and branching ratios by
GH, RACAO, and our new data. Thed-approximation im-
plies that the absorption spectrum is given simply as a fu
tion of the excited state potential’s gradient13

eT~y!5a
8p310229

3hc

ỹ

gv

gu

gl
Mu

2u~dV/dru!r 0

21c2~r y!, ~2!

wherea52.615331024 converts the absorption cross se
tion in Å2 to the extinction coefficient in mol21 cm21.15 Here
Planck’s constanth, and the speed of light,c, are in SI units,
r in Å, Mu in D, and V and ỹ in cm21. The vibrational
partition functiongv has been set to unity. The ratio of de
generacies of the upper and the lower states (gu /gl) is two
for the V51 states and one for the 01 state. The slopes o

e:
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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TABLE II. Potential parameters, transition dipole moments, and estimated total oscillator strengths,f, of the threeP states in the A-band of HI. The
contribution of thet 3S1 state in the analysis of de Vrieset al. and Le Royet al. was subtracted out.

State Parameter
De Vrieset al.e,i

Ref. 2
Clearet al.e,j

Ref. 18
G&Hf,i

Ref. 3

This worki

Le Roy et al.f,j

Ref. 7c, e d, f

A, cm21 25 890~484! 21 850~350! 24 298~20! 24 129~1510! 23 879~470! 22 143~150!
1P1

a b, A21 2.86~6! 1.90~9! 3.104~8! 3.15~51! 3.15~16! 2.175~60!

^Mu&
2, D2 0.193~25! 0.126~15! 0.003 13~16! 0.240~51! 0.240~16! 0.140~17!

A, cm21 15 808~242! 15 800~250! 11 550~80! 11 306~350! 11 241~109! 16 940~1100!
3P1

a b, A21 2.85~6! 2.85~6! 1.92~3! 2.20~45! 2.16~14! 3.40~27!

^Mu&
2, D2 0.038~4! 0.038~4! 0.000 045~9! 0.0048~9! 0.0049~3! 0.047~17!

A, cm21 12 341~242! 11 250~400! 11 542~13! 11 912~775! 10 882~241! 10 461~190!
3P0

b b, A21 4.8~5! 4.1~1! 3.984~8! 4.07~77! 4.14~24! 4.129~79!

^Mu&
2, D2 0.146~6! 0.160~24! 0.000 77~2! 0.180~39! 0.178~12! 0.164~11!

A, cm21 12 575~242! 26 479~760!
3S1

b b, A21 3.75~6! - - - - 2.60 ~fixed!

^Mu&
2, D2 0.041~3! 0.143~22!

11.3g

1000f 11.6g 9.9g 14.4g 11.5~7!b

aC57603.15 cm21.
bC50.
cMSRBR1TACS55.56%.
dMSRBR1TACS51.73%
ed-approximation.
fEquation~3!.
gAccording to f '4.731027g^n&^Mu&

2.
hThe value obtained by integrating the experimental TACS minus the calculated3S1 PACS according tof '4.3231029*(en dn) ~Ref. 13!.
iHI data only.
jFit to both HI and DI data.
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the excited states potential curvedV/dr at the classical turn-
ing point r v are determined by the fitted parametersA andb
for each excitation wave numberỹ.

The nine parameters thus involved are obtained usin
home written gradient descent nine-parameter optimiza
algorithm to minimize the root mean square difference
tween the original and calculated TACS curves. The wa
functions for the HIv950 ground state function were ob
tained from the accurate potential energy functions by Co
and Hajigeorgiou16 using the analytical formalism by
Hermanet al.17 A Runge–Kutta expansion was used for t
excited state wave function. Two approaches were tes
First, the TACS curve was fitted as a sum of the PA
curves with nine varying parameters. Second, one can m
use of the fact that the3P(01) PACS curve can be derive
from the TACS and the BR data. Then first only one poten
is fitted to the3P(01) PACS curve and the other two to th
remainder. This sequential procedure therefore involves
only the TACS but also the experimental branching ratio d
of G&H, RACAO, and our work. Since these latter fits a
consecutive three and six parameter fits, respectively, the
ting procedure is more robust.

Interestingly, the difference between the TACS a
PACS fits was found to be negligible. It should be emph
sized that because of the nature of the fitting functions
TACS fit may not converge to the true potential parame
values if the initial values are far off. This was observ
when offsetting each of the parameters by 10% and m
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~.40% in terms of weighted MSR!, the dominant states
ousting the weak one.

Since the error in the TACS measurement was quote
being 3%–5%, we weighted the data accordingly. The fi
rigorous, so the resulting error can be considered as st
lated for by the original TACS curve measurement error
well as by the neglect of other possibly contributing stat
The results of this fit are given in Table II, and compared
values obtained by Clearet al.,18 de Vries et al.2 and GH.
Figure 4~a! shows the decomposition of the absorption sp
trum into these three components~dashed lines!. When com-
pared to previously published results, our fit using t
d-approximation differs in that the new ‘‘red wing’’ BR dat
further diminish the role of the3P(1) state. One also note
that the overall convergence is poor, which is especially
ticeable in Fig. 3, where the experimental and calculated B
are shown. This disagreement is a consequence, first, o
d-approximation not being able to reproduce the ACS sh
properly and, second, of the neglected contribution from
higher lying t 3S1 state.

Full quantum simulation with three exponential
potentials and flat Mu„r …

A more rigorous analysis was then performed based
exact quantum simulations of independent partial cross
tions for the participating electronic transitions, calculat
using Le Roy’s BCONT program.19 In this approach the
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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9351J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 117, No. 20, 22 November 2002 Photodissociation of hydrogen iodide
d-function approximation was replaced by overlap integr
calculated from exact bound and continuum wave functio
with the partial absorption coefficient for absorption from
thermal initial-state vibration–rotation level population in
a given final electronic state being computed from
expression,7,20

eT~y!5
1029NA

ln 10

8p3

3hc
gỹ(

v
(

J
FvJ~T!(

J8

SJ
J8

2J11

3U E drcEJ8~r !Mu~r !cvJ~r !U2

, ~3!

whereỹ is photon energy in cm21, g the degeneracy,Mu is
the transition dipole moment in Debye,v and J are the
initial-state vibrational and rotational quantum numbe
FvJ(T) is the normalized thermal rotation–vibration popu
tion distribution function, andJ8 is the final ~continuum!
state angular momentum. The functionscEJ8 andcvJ are the
unbound and the ground states wave functions, respecti

andSJ
J8 the Hönl–London rotational intensity factor.

The potential parameters and transition intensities
close to those obtained in thed-approximation and are liste
in Table II. This indicates that a nearby minimum in para

FIG. 4. ~a! Total and partial absorption cross-sections of HI from a th
potential fit. The dashed curves are obtained in thed-function approxima-
tion, and the solid curves from a fit based on the fully quantum simula
using Eq.~3!, both using constantMu(r ) functions. ~b! Total and partial
quantum-calculated absorption coefficients for HI from the four-st
constant-Mu(r ) analysis of Ref. 7. For both segments, open triangles are
sum of PACS values of all states that dissociate to form excited I* atomic
fragments and are calculated from the TACS and BR data. The filled cir
are the experimental absorption data of Ogilvie~Ref. 14!; the filled triangles
those of Huebert and Martin~Ref. 23!.
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eter space has been found. As is shown in Fig. 4~a!, the fitted
TACS now agrees well with the experimental values, and
branching ratio data is well reproduced.

However, an analogous fit to the DI TACS~not shown!
predicts branching ratios which are inconsistent with
available BR data from photofragment imaging mea
urements21 and from older photofragment arrival tim
measurements.18 Furthermore, the resulting potentials for th
two isotopomers did not match well unless the fit was co
fined to below ca. 47 000 cm21. This was also noticed by
Clearet al.17 who analyzed both HI and DI data and limite
their fit to below 48 000 cm21; whereas de Vrieset al. intro-
duced thet state into the picture.2

Finally, when comparing the total oscillator strengths
the threeP states that result from different fits~given in
Table II!, it is apparent that the data supplied by Clearet al.
and de Vrieset al. results in values that are different to th
ones we obtain when including the absorption spectrum u
52 000 cm21. This is a further indication that the three-sta
model is inconsistent with the additional data.

From these observations we conclude that not only is
d-approximation inadequate as a base for understanding
shape of the absorption cross section, but also that e
when using the more rigorous quantum model of Eq.~3! one
will have to include the contributions of the high-lyingt 3S1

state.
At the same time, recent simulations22 suggest that there

is a shallow minimum on the PES for the3P0 state, so that
the previously assumed exponential shape of the pote
must be reconsidered. Finally, the sameab initio calculations
showed that there exists a strong dependence of trans
moment functions on internuclear distance. An improv
model will have to address these issues properly.

Full quantum simulation with four exponential
potentials and flat Mu„r …

Taking into account these considerations, our da
which now make up for lack of information on branchin
ratios in the red region, were used by Le Roy a
co-workers7 to perform a four potential fit using more gen
eral expressions for the potential curves, allowing
r-dependent transition moment functions, and using rigor
quantum calculations based on Eq.~3!.20 The following
paper7 offers a comprehensive coverage of the possibilit
of potential reconstruction based on all spectral and BR d
experimental as well asab initio, for HI and DI, available to
date. Here, we only consider those fits that assum
r-independent transition dipoles and exponential-wise po
tials of the form~1! and therefore allow for direct compar
son with previously published potential parameters. Fitt
also used the absorption data by Huebert and Martin23 that
go up to 55 000 cm21 and is done simultaneously to data
both HI and DI.

Table II summarizes the constantMu(r ) results by
Le Roy and co-workers~not listed explicitly in Ref. 7!, while
Fig. 4~b! shows the associated predicted decomposition
the HI TACS into PACSs for the four states.14 As is seen in
the figure, thet state intensity becomes significant and
much higher than predicted by de Vries.2 The four-potential
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branching ratios are shown as solid curves in Fig. 3, wh
they are compared with the three-potentiald-function ap-
proximation results~short- and long-dashed curves!; the
former accurately reproduce the experimental measurem
except at the very blue end of the spectral region. As sho
in Ref. 7, this latter deviation is due to neglect of t
r-dependence of the transition moment functions. The sm
uncertainties in the fitting parameters listed in Table II a
the apparent excellent agreement with experimental data
both isotopomers further underlines the necessity of incl
ing the fourth potential in the picture, as well as a need
the fully quantum model represented by Eq.~3!. This fourth
potential modifies the relative contributions of the thr
lower lying states to the TACS considerably. It also leads
very different potential parameters, which are, due to
nature of the fit, identical for HI and DI.

As expected when comparing the oscillator streng
that result from different fits given in Table II, it is appare
that Le Roy’s superior model—after the contribution of tht
state has been subtracted out—results in values similar to
ones obtained in the three-state and energy-constricted m
el used by Clearet al. and the four state model by de Vrie
et al.

DISCUSSION

Our branching ratios at the low energy tail of the H
absorption spectrum add further support for both the d
obtained by GH and the data by RACAO, in what o
branching ratios do not differ by more than about 20% fro
the previously reported values. We do note, however, that
I* /~I1I* ! branching ratios seem to be consistently lower th
the ones obtained by RACAO. Because of a better sensiti
of the photofragment imaging technique, we believe our
perimental data reliably cover the red wing of the absorpt
spectrum.

When comparing our fitted parameters to those obtai
by GH in a very similar constantMu(r ) analysis,3 we notice
a considerable discrepancy in all potential parameters.
believe the four-potential fit values especially for the low
lying 3P1 state are more accurate due to the additional d
in the red wing of the spectrum. We were not able to expl
the large discrepancies of the transition dipoles, however.
note that theMu values from this study have magnitud
similar to those of Clearet al.18 and de Vrieset al.,2 as can
be seen from Table II. The differences to theMu by Clear
et al. and de Vrieset al. can be readily explained by th
different branching ratio data that those earlier studies ha
hand as well as by a less accurated-approximation model
that was then used, but no explanation for the deviation fr
GH’s value forMu was apparent to us.
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Comparison of the results of three potential versus
potential fits with new BR data presented here clearly sh
the deficiency of thed-approximation as well as the necess
of including thet state into the picture.

The quality of the fits confirms that there really exi
four dominant states in the A-band region and that the d
sociation process is mainly adiabatic with no detectable
teractions between the states in the exit channels.

In conclusion, we present improved and extended I* /I
branching ratios for theV51 andV50 states of HI in the
red wing of the absorption spectrum. It was possible to
tain a more accurate description of the potential ene
curves using our data.
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